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Abstract

Referring Expression Comprehension (REC) aims to
identify a particular object in a scene by a natural language
expression, and is an important topic in visual language
understanding. State-of-the-art methods for this task are
based on deep learning, which generally requires expensive
and manually labeled annotations. Some works tackle the
problem with limited-supervision learning or by relying on
Large Vision and Language models. However, the develop-
ment of techniques to synthesize labeled data is overlooked.
In this paper, we propose a novel pipeline that generates ar-
tificial data for the REC task, taking into account both tex-
tual and visual modalities. The pipeline processes existing
data to create variations in the annotations. Then, it gener-
ates an image using altered annotations as guidance. The
result of this pipeline is a new dataset, termed Harlequin,
made by more than 1M queries. This approach eliminates
manual data collection and annotation, enabling scalabil-
ity and facilitating arbitrary complexity. We pre-train two
REC models on Harlequin, then fine-tuned and evaluated on
human-annotated datasets. Our experiments show that the
pre-training on artificial data is beneficial for performance.

1. Introduction

The research progress in Referring Expression Comprehen-
sion task has been made possible thanks to an active de-
velopment of datasets. Since 2015, Flickr30k Entities [9],
ReferIt [6], RefCOCO, and two variants RefCOCO+ and
RefCOCOg, [8, 15] were released. These datasets are all
human-labeled and consist of triplets composed of an im-
age, a referring expression, and a bounding box. However,
the gathering and annotation of such data is time-consuming
and resource-intensive, representing a critical bottleneck for
the collection of sufficiently large training sets.

Current works face this issue exploring limited super-
vision learning techniques [4, 10, 13] or rely on large Vi-
sion and Language models pre-trained on a massive amount

of multimodal data [5]. However, the development of
techniques and pipelines to create new, reasoning-oriented
datasets is overlooked since limited by fine-grained annota-
tions required by the Referring Expression Comprehension
task. Some works explore the generation of the queries by
either working on their properties or structure [1, 3, 12].
However a method to generate both queries and images has
not been investigated yet.

In this paper, we propose a pipeline for generating syn-
thetic data for the Referring Expression Comprehension
task, taking into account both textual and visual modalities.
Thanks to advancements in generative AI, we argue that
(i) the process of manual collection and annotation of data
for this task can finally be avoided, and (ii) new benchmarks
with arbitrary size and complexity can be created. To ver-
ify those hypothesis we generated a new artificial dataset,
named Harlequin, consisting of train, validation, and test
sets. Harlequin is the first dataset totally synthetic generated
for the Referring Expression Comprehension task, and the
experiments show that its use in pre-training stage can boost
the results on real data. Moreover, we illustrate its benefit
in reducing labeling effort, and errors in annotations.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows: (i) We
propose a novel pipeline for generating synthetic data, re-
ducing to zero the human effort for annotations collection;
(ii) We introduce Harlequin, a new dataset for Referring
Expression Comprehension task totally synthetic generated;
(iii) We analyse the generated dataset both qualitatively and
quantitative proving its effectiveness if used in a pre-train-
ing stage to transfer knowledge on real datasets.

2. The proposed pipeline

The proposed approach, depicted in Fig. 1, relies on two
components to generate synthetic data for Referring Expres-
sion Comprehension. The former, termed Annotation Gen-
eration Engine, is in charge of creating new annotations by
varying attributes in the referring expression to guide the
image generation. The latter, named Image Generation
Engine, is responsible to synthesize images enforcing the



Figure 1. Our pipeline. It processes existing samples from Flickr30k Entities data. We select the ones characterized by at least one color
attribute in their referring expressions. The Annotation Generation Engine processes sample’s caption, referring expressions and locations
where the color attribute is replaced with a randomly chosen color. The caption is updated accordingly. Then, the Image Generation Engine
create the new image using new annotations provided by the Annotation Generation Engine as guidance for the generation.

guidance provided by the Annotation Generation Engine.
The pipeline processes existing sample to generate new,

synthetic data. We feed Flickr30k Entities samples to the
pipeline because every image is annotated with a sentence,
yielding many referring expressions. From a generative
point of view, this setting alleviates the amount of guess-
ing and constrains the possible space of images that can be
generated to a subset, where objects are precisely described
and spatially located.

The alteration we chose to apply on existing data regards
the attributes, specifically the color attribute. The reasons
behind this choice are manifold. In particular: (i) it is a
straightforward variation of the textual content but the im-
pact on the visual modality is intuitive and relevant; (ii) its
variation does not affect the position of the object in the im-
age, retaining the realistic layout of objects in the image;
(iii) it is not ambiguous and easily applicable on a synthetic
image; (iv) it is the most used attribute in Flickr30k Entities.

2.1. The Annotation Generation Engine

The Annotation Generation Engine (AGE) is a function de-
fined over the set of annotations A. It is specifically de-
signed for Referring Expression Comprehension task and
produces compatible annotations by altering existing sam-
ples: ϕ : A → A. The AGE component takes an an-
notation a = (c, E) in input. It consists in a caption
c = [c1, · · · , cL] of L tokens and a non empty set of en-
tities E = {(qi, li)}Ni=1. Each entity is described by the
textual form of a referring expression qi = [cj , . . . , ck]

with 1 ≤ j ≤ k ≤ L from a subset of contiguous
tokens in c, while li = [αmin, βmin, αmax, βmax] is with
top-left and bottom-right coordinates of the referred ob-
ject and the location of the referred object. The AGE re-
turns a new annotation where the p-th referring expres-
sion is varied by replacing a color attribute, p ∈ [1, N ].
The location is not altered. Tokens in the caption are up-
dated accordingly to the new referring expression, while
other referred objects are not varied and serve as context.
Mathematically, the output of ϕ(a) is â = (ĉ, Ê) where
ĉ = [c1, · · · , cj−1, ĉj , · · · , ĉk, · · · cL] and Ê = {q̂p, lp} ∪
{(qi, li)}Ni=1,i̸=p, with q̂p = [ĉj , · · · , ĉk] the new referring
expression where the color attribute is changed. Specifi-
cally, we replace in qp the color with a new randomly sam-
pled one. Sampling is done on a vocabulary C of 12 color
attributes: black, gray, white, red, orange, yellow, green,
cyan, blue, purple, pink, brown [16]. The variation function
ϕ is applied 6 times (|C|/2) per referring expression with
color attribute. We chose 6 as a trade-off between the num-
ber of annotations generated and the variability introduced
through multiple sampling.

The current definition of ϕ keeps fixed all objects’ lo-
cations and N − 1 referring expressions. This is done to
preserve the spatial arrangement of the objects, i.e. the lay-
out, and the image context. Objects’ locations are partic-
ularly relevant as they express complex semantic meaning.
In order to keep this rich semantic, in this work we prefer
to focus on variation of text which is more intuitive both to
generate and evaluate.



2.2. The Image Generation Engine

The Image Generation Engine (IGE) is responsible for gen-
erating synthetic images. This component receives an an-
notation â obtained from the Annotation Generation En-
gine. It returns an image I ∈ I from the domain of im-
ages encoding semantic information expressed in â. More
in details, we define the IGE as a function ψ : A → I:
ψ(â) = I . We implement the Image Generation Engine
component with Grounded-Language-to-Image Generation
(GLIGEN) [7]. GLIGEN is a generative model based on
Stable Diffusion [11] that allows fine-grained control over
the output image. It generates an image representing its
content through a caption as in Stable Diffusion, but it at-
tends also to a set of pairs (referring expression, object lo-
cation), namely entities. These entities instruct GLIGEN
with the location of objects and how to depict them. The
more accurate the positioning of objects and fidelity to de-
scriptions, the better the supervision signal for the Referring
Expression Comprehension task.

3. Harlequin dataset
We introduce the first totally synthetic generated dataset
for the Referring Expression Comprehension task, termed
Harlequin,1 collected via our pipeline. The dataset is origi-
nated from Flickr30k Entities: we select samples character-
ized by referring expressions containing the color attribute
to variate them. Since the Image Generation Engine is ea-
ger in terms of resources, we first generate all the new an-
notations with Annotation Generation Engine using the se-
lected samples as seeds. Secondly, we parallelized the im-
age synthesis over 4 NVIDIA RTX A6000 GPUs. We adopt
a frozen instance of GLIGEN in “generation” mode with
“text + box” modality using code and weights provided by
authors,2 and setting the batch size to 1. The generation of
the whole dataset took 15 days per GPU.

Harlequin, depicted in Fig. 2, comprises a total of
286,948 synthetic images and 1,093,181 annotations tar-
geting color attributes. It has 2.60±1.14 words per refer-
ring expression on average, in line with Flickr30k Entities
statistics. The median value is 2, while the longest refer-
ring expression is 14 words. Harlequin follows Flickr30k
Entities’ data splits. It provides 988,342 annotations over
259,930 images for the training set, 52,554 annotations over
13,584 images for the validation set, and 52,284 annota-
tions over 13,434 images for the test set. Harlequin doubles
the amount of referring expression in Flickr30k, the largest
dataset available in the literature, and provides a noticeably
larger amounts of images.

The generated images display the same objects under

1Harlequin, or Arlecchino in Italian, is a character from the Italian com-
media dell’arte known for his colorful patched costume.

2https://github.com/gligen/GLIGEN

Figure 2. Examples produced by our pipeline. On the top,
we show reference images along with their annotations from
Flickr30k Entities. On the bottom, we report some generated vari-
ations. Colors are altered and guide, along with objects’ locations,
the image synthesis.

various orientations and on different backgrounds, increas-
ing the variability and complexity of Harlequin with respect
to Flickr30k Entities, while retaining its supervision signal.
Moreover, we bring up that the used variation function ϕ
inevitably leads to the generation of unrealistic-colored ob-
jects (e.g. “the blue dog”). Independently of that, the re-
sults show that Referring Expression Comprehension mod-
els learn a robust representation from Harlequin. This is
coherent with the fact that humans are usually capable of
identifying an object regardless of its color and use this in-
formation to disambiguate similar objects.

4. Experiments
Results We validate our synthetic dataset, Harlequin, by
pre-training state-of-the-art models on it and fine-tuning
them on realistic datasets. The Tab. 1 reports fine-tuning
results of TransVG [2] and VLTVG [14] on three realistic

https://github.com/gligen/GLIGEN


Method RefCOCO RefCOCO+ RefCOCOg
val testA testB val testA testB val test

TransVG [2]:
R 63.33 69.05 55.62 64.69 69.02 55.76 64.04 63.22
S→R 65.77 70.66 56.80 66.66 72.01 55.66 65.13 64.33
(Impr.) +2.44 +1.61 +1.18 +1.97 +2.99 -0.10 +1.09 +1.11

VLTVG [14]:
R 69.66 74.33 61.35 70.83 76.02 61.71 70.57 70.03
S→R 69.60 75.76 61.14 71.46 77.16 61.30 70.04 69.57
(Impr.) -0.06 +1.43 -0.21 +0.63 +1.12 -0.41 -0.53 -0.46

Table 1. Results. We show the performance of two methods,
TransVG and VLTVG, on the Referring Expression Comprehen-
sion task with pre-training on Harlequin (Synth→Real denoted by
S→R) and without (Real denoted by R). Impr. denotes improve-
ment. The pre-training shows superior or comparable performance
on three benchmarks: RefCOCO, RefCOCO+ and RefCOCOg.
We report the accuracy in percentage.

datasets: RefCOCO, RefCOCO+ and RefCOCOg. More-
over, it reports the results obtained by training the models
directly on realistic benchmarks as baselines. The perfor-
mance is evaluated via standard accuracy on the test sets.

TransVG shows homogeneous improvement among all
datasets, gaining up to 2.44%, 1.61%, and 1.18% in Ref-
COCO splits. As concerns VLTVG, despite its higher base-
line performance with respect to TransVG, it shows a re-
markable 1.43% and 1.12% improvement on RefCOCO and
RefCOCO+’s testA. We recall that there is no overlap be-
tween the pre-training data, synthetically generated from
Flickr30k Entities, and the fine-tuning datasets. The re-
ported improvement emerges in a cross-dataset setting.

Results are encouraging: they demonstrate that pre-
training on synthetically generated data is feasible also in
the Referring Expression Comprehension task. Annotations
required by this task challenge generative models, where
their artistic traits need to deal with fine-grained constraints
on objects’ locations and descriptions. Nevertheless, our
pipeline proves that the generation and collection of heavily
annotated data with zero human effort is possible. This is an
important milestone and opens a wide range of future direc-
tions where data can be crafted to overcome the increasing
need for annotations.

Impact of the Color Attribute In this section we evalu-
ate the impact of our pre-training on realistic samples with
color attribute. We follow the same training scheme de-
scribed previously. However, here the test sets are lim-
ited to samples whose referring expressions have at least
one color. As shown in Tab. 2, TransVG [2] demonstrates
a boost in performance among RefCOCO family datasets,
with remarkable +5.15%, +4.18% and +3.65% on Ref-

Test set TransVG [2] VLTVG [14]
Real Synth→Real Real Synth→Real

RC val* 64.35 69.50 (+5.15) 77.15 77.11 (-0.04)
RC testA* 68.73 72.91 (+4.18) 79.46 81.48 (+2.02)
RC testB* 56.46 60.11 (+3.65) 68.95 70.28 (+1.33)

RC+ val* 68.91 70.07 (+1.16) 75.79 77.13 (+1.34)
RC+ testA* 71.63 74.20 (+2.59) 79.13 80.95 (+1.82)
RC+ testB* 55.73 57.33 (+1.60) 65.65 63.82 (-1.83)

RCg val* 62.37 65.04 (+2.67) 73.23 73.09 (-0.14)
RCg test* 62.12 64.94 (+2.82) 73.05 73.70 (+0.65)

Table 2. Ablation study. We evaluate the performance of TransVG
and VLTVG on a subset of test sets where referring expressions
contains at least one color attribute. Resulting test sets, marked
by *, have different amount of annotations with respect to original
test sets: 23.2, 37.5, 17.8% for RefCOCO (RC), 34.6, 37.5, 26.8%
for RefCOCO+ (RC+) and 41.4, 41.7% for RefCOCOg (RCg).
Columns Real and Synth→Real show the performance without or
with pre-training on Harlequin. We report accuracy in percentage.

COCO. The pre-training shows superior or comparable per-
formance also for VLTVG [14], with the except of testB for
RefCOCO+. We recall that no changes to model’s archi-
tecture have been made to encode extra knowledge about
colors. The improvement is solely guided by learning pat-
terns from data.

However, these results were expected. As a matter of
fact, Harlequin is mainly composed by referring expres-
sions which contain a color attribute. Consequently, models
pre-trained on our dataset primarily acquire generalization
capabilities in identifying and distinguishing objects with
different colors. Moreover, these results suggest that in-
creasing the variability and amount of data for a specific
attribute impacts the model’s performance on real data with
the same attribute. Thus, we believe that synthetic data can
further boost results on real data by extending our method
on other attributes.

5. Conclusion

In this work, we introduce Harlequin, the first synthetic
dataset for the Referring Expression Comprehension task,
collected via a novel pipeline. Our strategy manipulates
color attributes in existing referring expressions to generate
datasets with arbitrary size and complexity without human
effort. We validated our method by improving the state-of-
the-art results on real data after a pre-training on Harlequin.

In future work, we plan to investigate the potential and
flexibility of our pipeline, extending it on other attributes
besides the color. Second, we aim to automatize the gener-
ation of the referring expressions via prompting strategies.
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